
Intro (00:00): 

If it's October, which it is, then it must be ADHD awareness month, which it is. And if it's ADHD 
awareness month, it must be time for TADD talks from ADDA. They're kind of like Ted talks but shorter, 
snappier, ADHD-friendly, if you will. And this year, they're all about executive function. You know that 
front part of our ADHD brains that helps us plan and prioritize, remember what we're doing, following 
through or not. So, here's your chance to hear from 31 different experts. It's just another way ADDA 
supports adults with ADHD. Let's listen in. 

Roxanne (00:39): 

Hello, I'm Roxy Turner, team coach, Dixon life coaching, and ADDA has asked me to talk with you today 
about the secret sauce for maximizing your working memory, which starts with understanding. Working 
memory is something you use all the time. My goal is to demystify working memory and how it's not 
about a lack of effort. It's about understanding that working memory has limited capacity. Working 
memory is the backbone of executive function. It is essential for learning as it is the gateway for 
organizing short-term information for long-term storage. My favorite explanation for working memory 
comes from Andrew Watson's acronym. Shrek working memory is where you select hold reorganize and 
combine information. Your working memory has limited capacity and by learning how to negotiate that 
through strategies and leveraging your strengths, you will allow yourself to maximize what you have. 
Are you approaching remembering the day to day events as if you should remember them naturally, are 
you going on the assumption that others don't have to write things down? 

Roxanne (01:43): 

Ironically, when my clients, ranging from business owners to project managers ask others how they 
remember what they have to do, their colleagues and friends tell them they write things down. Are you 
forgetting when focusing on a particular thing? An example would be forgetting about a doctor's 
appointment because of an unexpected emergency at work like needing the TPS report a day early. Do 
you remember the beginning and the end? Forget what you're supposed to do in the middle? My 
favorite is because my husband does this all the time, forgetting to pick up the eggs on the way home 
from work. and there have been many mornings where there is a treasure hunt to find his keys and 
badge. These are examples of weak working memory. I prefer to consider them as examples of how 
effective strategies have not been incorporated, as of yet. They also represent that the working memory 
has reached its capacity and is possibly overloaded. 

Roxanne (02:35): 

If you are to write down one essential thing from today's talk, it is that working memory is limited in 
capacity, duration and focus. Please highlight underlying that working memory is limited. It is a valuable 
resource like water in the west. When you live in the west, you always think, how can I make the most of 
this highly valued and minimally available resource? I would ask that you do the same for your working 
memory. When considering working memory, as it relates to ADHD, I'm a big fan of Dr. Hallowell's 
example of comparing an ADHD brain to a Ferrari with bicycle brakes. Ferrari engines are high 
performance and have the ability to go. There is a pretty big hiccup when you have this engine that can 
travel at incredible speed with bicycle breaks, stopping is a problem, and usually ends up in less than 
stellar outcome. Bicycle breaks are like limited working memory. You aren't sunk if you're game to put in 
the effort, which I know you are because you're here listening to all these wonderful TADD talks, time to 
upgrade those breaks with specific strategies for your ADHD ferrari brain. You won't necessarily stop on 
a dime, but wouldn't it be nice to know you could stop at some point. So how do you do this? Because I 
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love my husband and he's a good sport, I will use him as an example of some strategies we put in place 
to reduce the treasure hunts and forgetting to pick up those eggs. Remember, we are human and 
success isn't necessarily measured by a hundred percent. I like thinking of 60 to 70% as a solid success 
rate. First, how do we address the keys in the badge treasure hunts? I bought a small bucket that sits 
right by the doorway. 

Roxanne (04:16): 

It has been designated as the home for the car keys, wallets, and badges. And the answer is no, he did 
not auto automatically start using the bucket. It took practice and loving reinforcement from his wife. 
Ironically, I live by the bucket. If I put my keys there, I never have to think of where they are, which 
reduces the load on my working memory and I can save it for more productive things. So when my 
husband goes to leave and borrow my car, he knows where the keys will be. So I'm modeling behavior 
I'm looking for. Second, in the beginning, when we got home from outings, I would say bucket, he would 
grunt and put his stuff in the bucket. The next morning he knew where everything was reducing my 
frustration of having to use my precious working memory to go on a treasure hunt. Over time with 
practice and some queuing, 

Roxanne (05:03): 

he has about a 70% success rate. And I will admit when I see the keys on the counter, if he gets 
sidetracked, I just throw them in the bucket. Now, those eggs, this is very much a work in progress, and 
my husband's defense, he works a very technical job, and by the time he is driving home, his working 
memory is overloaded and he is on autopilot. Picking up eggs is not an everyday occurrence, so this is a 
great time for those pesky disruptors. This is where technology can be your friend. He has experimented 
with alarms and realized they weren't effective when he was at the office when he was there longer 
than anticipated. Now he's testing out those reminders by using the location setting, a simple posted 
note, strategically placed in the car can also do the trick and sometimes it's even a combination of both. 
Long term memory is accessed through the working memory, which is small in capacity and short lived. 

Roxanne (05:59): 

In theory, you can hold onto four things for up to 10 to 20 seconds, meaning you need to do something 
with the information right away or it's lost. Remember SHR, select hold, reorganize, and combine. Your 
working memory is doing this in a matter of seconds and with ADHD, that window is even smaller, from 
either being able to hold onto fewer things or reduced amount of time to do something with the 
information. Imagine your working memories like a posted note, where you scribble what you need and 
if you don't pump those breaks, like you strategies, you might as well throw the posted note in this 
trash. Instead take those five to 10 seconds to do something with the post note, write the appointment 
in your calendar, ask Siri or Alexa to set a reminder. Or one of my favorites is I text myself and revisit the 
text at the end of the day, because seeing that I have unread texts makes my skin crawl. 

Roxanne (06:53): 

My emails are a different story. So leverage those quirky traits. Your future self will thank you. And 
those few seconds can reduce that weight on your shoulders. So how else do you pump those breaks by 
taking the time to use checklist? I usually get a lot of faces when it comes to thinking about checklist. 
Clients thinks they shouldn't need checklist. The first question you need to ask yourself, is ask about 
your assumptions. And the second question is whether your assumptions serve you. Something to 
consider when you continuously practice those checklists, they turn into routines, which means you 
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have internalized them thus saving your brain for thinking. To emphasize this points, I will reference one 
of my favorite quotes from David Allen. Your mind is for having ideas, not holding them. Are you 
expected to memorize your checklist? No. Did you know that pilots were told never to memorize their 
checklist? 

Roxanne (07:45): 

Pilots use checklists for each phase of flight, takeoffs and landings. If you have ever flown, you want your 
pilot to have a checklist. Pilots do not rely on their memory for important tasks that have to be 
performed in the cockpit, because forgetting even one thing, like not checking that cargo door sealed 
can have disastrous consequences. Another secret for pilots when they run through their checklist, they 
are in a sterile cockpit, which means no distraction. When a pilot's attention is diverted from the task of 
flying, things can be missed, more errors. The sterile cockpit role is about creating an environment 
where the sole focus is on the task at hand, There is no performance of non-essential duties or idle chit 
chat. By having clearly defined times set aside for essential activities, it sets the pilot up for success and 
thus an uneventful flight. Take a page out the pilot's handbook and limit distractions, simple things like 
putting your phone on, do not disturb, 

Roxanne (08:43): 

turning off notifications can save your poor working memory. When you are inundating your working 
memory with too many inputs, you overload it and it will grind to a halt. I don't need to tell you what 
that domino effect looks like. I hope you're starting to understand and accept working memories, 
limitations. It doesn't mean your sunk. It means creating the space to pump and upgrade those bicycle 
breaks with strategies. For example, you are listening to a wealth of information of these TADD talks. So 
food for thought, first, listen to the TADD talk , second, note maybe one or two takeaways that stood 
out for you and how you can connect them to something you already know. You could even go so far as 
to create a diagram of how that takeaway is connected to what you already know and or are doing. If 
you are interested in learning more about strategies for maximizing your working memory, please visit 
our website at https://www.dixonlifecoaching.com. You can find our online self-paced course called Live 
Well ADHD, which has lessons on all of these topics and more, and because you've managed to listen to 
the end of this TADD Talk, you get a 25% discount code on Live Well ADHD, just remember to put in this 
discount code, LiveWell 25. Thank you for your attention. 

Outro (09:54): 

Hey, congrats. You did it, listened to the entire TADD talk. And if you think this is great info, there's even 
more at the 2022 international ADHD conference. It's a hybrid conference that happens November 16th 
through the 19th live in Dallas, Texas, simulcast on the web as a virtual event. Find out more at ADDA, 
that's add.org, where you can catch ADHD webinars, join peer support groups, and get ADHD classes. It's 
truly priceless, but membership costs less than $8 a month. Okay. Enough of the chatter; we'll see you 
tomorrow with more executive function information. 
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